
Shocase: Marketing’s Professional Network 
Shocase is the new professional network exclusively for marketers. For CMOs, it’s the go-to resource for building high 

performance teams in the rapidly evolving world of marketing. Shocase puts skilled and experienced individuals—in 

every marketing discipline—at your fingertips. Its visually-rich gallery shows you what people have worked on and 

who worked with them. Providing visible evidence of their experience builds your confidence in their abilities.

PINPOINT KEY TALENT: BUILD HIGH PERFORMANCE TEAMS

Never before, have so many specialized skill sets been required to create and execute a marketing plan. With 

Shocase’s powerful, filtered search, it’s easier to create project-oriented tiger teams. It’s simple to pinpoint the best 

work and the people responsible for it in all media: TV, video, radio, digital, print, events and more. 

www.shocase.com

Who’s here? Everyone behind marketing’s best—from clients to creatives.
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CLIENT-RELEVANT AGENCY/SUPPLIER PAGES 

CMO’s Must-Have Tool in an Ever-Changing Sector
The Shocase News Feed is an efficient and effective way to stay informed—follow the brands, executives and experts 

you choose. Learn strategies and approaches of other industries, or other parts of the world, that you can directly 

apply to growing your business. Plus, cultivate your personal brand and build enduring professional relationships.

Shocase’s client-specific search results cut the time it takes to find the perfect agencies and experienced marketing 

suppliers. Results display only the companies—and their people—who directly match your search criteria.

www.shocase.com
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STAY INFORMED: FOLLOW BRANDS, EXECUTIVES, EXPERTS


